**Autel MaxiSys®**

**MaxiSYS® Mini with Connector Kit**
SKU: AULMS905K
- 5,000mAh Good Battery
- Best ergonomics, strong rubber protection, and housing
- Internal 32GB SSD for better performance and storage
- 9.7" 1,024x768 LED-backlit glossy multi-touch display with IPS

**MaxiSYS® Pro Diagnostic Scan Tool System**
SKU: AULMS908PRO
- Powerful Cortex-A9 Quad-Core Processor
- 5-megapixel rear camera with autofocus and flashlight
- Internal 32GB SSD for better performance and storage
- 9.7" 1,024x768 LED-backlit glossy multi-touch display with IPS

**MaxiSYS® Pro Diagnostic Scan Tool System**
SKU: AULMS905K
- 9-megapixel rear camera with autofocus and flashlight
- Internal 32GB SSD for better performance and storage
- 9.7" 1,024x768 LED-backlit glossy multi-touch display with IPS

**MaxiSYS® TS901 Diagnostic and Service Tool**
SKU: AULTS901
- 9.7" TFT color display
- Bluetooth VCI communication
- 1-year warranty / 1-year free software updates

**MaxiSYS® TS908 Diagnostic and Service Tool**
SKU: AULTS908
- 10.1" Color LED display
- Bluetooth VCI communication
- 1-year warranty / 1-year free software updates

**MaxiSYS® TS908P Diagnostic and Service Tool**
SKU: AULTS908P
- 10.1" Color LED display
- Bluetooth VCI communication
- 1-year warranty / 1-year free software updates

**Autel TPMS Tools**

**READS SENSOR PRESSURE AND TEMPS**
SKU: AULTS906
- Includes same MS906 features plus
- Embedded TPMS antenna triggers all known sensors / clone & program Autel MX-sensors
- Complete TPMS system diagnostics
- TPMS system status screen to identify fixes
- Double the battery size of the MS906

**Autel Autoscope**

**Autel Autostick**

**Autel Autotest**

**DIAGNOSTIC PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE DO NOT RETURN PURCHASES TO THE STORE. FOR INFORMATION REGARDING WARRANTY OR REPAIR AND/OR ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS, PLEASE CALL 1-877-298-6651.**
AutoLink® OBDII/EOBD Scan Tool
SKU: 222488
AULAL49
★ Features Patented 1 Click IM5 Readiness Key
★ Troubleshooting Code Tips Guide Technician
★ Prints Data Via PC
★ Bright Color Coded LEDs and Built-in Speaker
★ Retrieves Generic, Manufacturer Specific, and Pending Codes
★ Determines the Cause of the Malfunction Indicator Light
★ Turns OFF Malfunction Indicator Light, Clear Codes and Resets Monitors
★ Displays OTC Definitions on the TFT Color Screen
★ Retrieves VIN, CN, and CI3 Information
★ Internet Updatable and Upgradable

AutoLink® Enhanced OBDII Scan Tool
SKU: 222509
AULAL59
★ Reads Live PCM, O2 Sensor Test, and Freeze Frame Data
★ Visually Graphs Data (1998 and Newer)
★ AVO-Meter Read Voltage and Resistance
★ Capable of diagnosing 12V Charging and Starting Systems
★ Features Patented 1 Click IM5 Readiness Key
★ Prints Data Via PC
★ Bright Color Coded LEDs and Built-in Speaker
★ Retrieves Generic, Manufacturer Specific, and Pending Codes
★ Determines the Cause of the Malfunction Indicator Light
★ Turns OFF Malfunction Indicator Light, Clear Codes and Resets Monitors
★ Displays OTC Definitions on the TFT Color Screen
★ Retrieves VIN, CN, and CI3 Information
★ Internet Updatable and Upgradable

MaxiCheck® Pro Diagnostics Scan Tool
SKU: 222473
AULMAX3EPRO
★ Crystal Clear TFT Color Screen
★ USB Internet Updatable and Upgradable
★ Opens and Closes Electronic Brake Calipers
★ Reads and Clears EPB/SBC Trouble Codes
★ Turns OFF the ESC and Braking Warning Lights
★ Diagnoses EPB/SBC Caliper Functionality
★ Resets the Oil Service Light, Service Mileage, and Service Intervals
★ Resets Storing Angle Sensors (DAS)
★ ABS and EEC Coverages for VIN Vehicle Makes – U.S. Domestic, Asian and European
★ Reads, Ports and Plays Back OBDII Live Data Graphing

5.5 mm MaxiVideo Inspection Camera
SKU: 079943
AULW105
★ 5.5 mm 0.22" Diameter Image Head
★ Flexible Imager Head and Cable Reach To 10' USB Compatible
★ Includes Magnet, Mirror, Hook Attachments

6.5 mm MaxiVideo Inspection Camera
SKU: 079977
AULW109
★ 6.5 mm 0.22" Diameter Image Head
★ Flexible Imager Head and Cable Reach To 10' USB Compatible
★ Includes Magnet, Mirror, Hook Attachments

Scan Tools
Code Buddy PRO OBDII Code Scanner
SKU: 802332
EPSR4
★ Reads Live Data Stream
★ Works on All 1996 and Newer OBDII Vehicles
★ Clear Codes, Turns O/TM and Resets Monitors
★ Built-in OBDII Fault Code Lookup Library

10BII Code Reader
SKU: 626982
CD0002B
★ Works for Both PC and Android Phones and Computers Via USB
★ Read and Clear Codes
★ Read and Record Live Data Stream
★ Read Freeze Frame Data, Vehicle Information
★ O/T Testing
★ Adaptive Testing
★ Emissions Test Mode
★ OBDII Mode 6
★ Enhanced OBDII Mode 6
★ Diagnoses and Resets the Malfunction Indicator Light
★ Retrieves VIN, CN, and CI3 Information
★ Displays DTC Definitions on the TFT Color Screen
★ Turns OFF Malfunction Indicator Light
★ Includes Magnet, Mirror, Hook Attachments

Brake, Oil and Service Light Reset Tool
SKU: 793568
360700
★ Used to Reset Oil Service Light, Service Mileage, Service Intervals, Vehicle Inspection, Engine Oil, Front and Rear Brakes, Front and Rear Wheel, Fuel Filter and Spark Plugs on Most Major Asian, American and European Vehicles
★ Easy, Step-By-Step On-Screen Instructions
★ Automatic or Manual Reset Option
★ Includes USB Cable and OBDII Connectors
★ Comes in a Blow Mold Case

Full Color Heavy Duty Truck Code Scanner with Caterpillar Coverage and OBDII
SKU: 344832
CD000CGC
★ Includes CAT Power Equipment, CAT Construction and CAT Industrial, Hino, Isuzu and Hybrid HD Trucks OBDII Vehicles
★ Access Engine, Transmission and Brakes
★ Read Clear Codes
★ View Graph Live Data
★ Extensive Class 4-8 HD, Medium and Light Duty Truc "

Contact Us:
1-877-AZTool1 Phone (1-877-298-6651) Español Nacional

Prices subject to change without notice. Please do not return purchases to the store. For information regarding warranty or repair and/or any questions or concerns, please call 1-877-298-6651.
Prices subject to change without notice. Please do not return purchases to the store for information regarding warranty or repair and/or any questions or concerns, please call 1-877-298-6651.
Please refer to the PDF file for the full document content.
Power Probe IV
SKU 51020 TRX495
$219.99
• Kit Contains 20-Point Universal Probes
• Smaller Pins for Tough to Test Areas
• USB Probe to Capture Screen Images
• Digital Storage Oscilloscope
• Parade Pattern on Secondary
• Ignition Displays
• DC to 5Mhz Bandwidth
• Five Preset Waveforms
• Includes: Tester, (5) Popular Relay Leads, (5) 45 Degree Pins, 43 Test Ranges, 14 Test Functions, and Jump Relay for A/C Fill

Extended Heavy Duty Back Probe Kit
SKU 51028 TRX490X
$39.99
• Contains 8 Extended Electrical Back Probes
• Used to Access Electrical Circuits From the Back Side of the Connector
• Color Coded in 4 Variations for Easier Testing

Heavy Duty Electrical Back Probe Kit
SKU 51021 TRX490M
$39.99
• Have Longer Pin For Tough to Reach Circuits
• Kit Contains: (110) Straight Pins, (90) 45 Degree Pins, 35 Test Ranges with Continuity Beep
• Color Coded for Easier Testing

Master Electrical Test Kit
SKU 262524 PWPP319FT
$369.99
• Includes: Power Probe III, ECT2000 and Gold Series Lead Set
• Contains Gold Series 4 mm Leads and Connectors
• Continually, Relays and Component Tester
• Works on 12-24V Vehicles
• Easy-to-Read Backlit Voltmeter Reads Voltage in 1/10th Volt

Power Probe III with Case and Accessories
SKU 262523 PWPPP319FTC
$169.99
• Relay and Component Tester
• Volt Meter and Continuity Tester
• Audio Tone
• Carbon Fiber Design Housing
• 20' Jumper Lead and Meter
• Works on 12-24V Sources

Relay Circuit Tester
SKU 383450 2721
$139.99
• Includes: Tester, 30 Popular Relay Leads, 10 Universal Relay Lead
• Use to Test Relay Circuits in Large Model Vehicles
• Can Also Be Used to Perform Easy Combination Tests, Fast Voltage Tests and Jump Relay for A/C Circuit
• Comes in a Blow Mold Case

Electrical Diagnostic Test Kits

Relay Circuit
 SKU 383450 2721
$139.99
• Includes: Tester, 30 Popular Relay Leads, 10 Universal Relay Lead
• Use to Test Relay Circuits in Large Model Vehicles
• Can Also Be Used to Perform Easy Combination Tests, Fast Voltage Tests and Jump Relay for A/C Circuit
• Comes in a Blow Mold Case

Electrical Short/Open Circuit Finder
SKU 262525 PWPP319FTC2000
$199.99
• Completes with "Smart" Transmitter and Receiver
• Most Popular Adapters for All Connections
• Signal Injection and Tuning
• 20' Lead
• Directional Indication for Shorts
• Consists of 2 Units, the Transmitter and the Receiver

Auto-Ranging Digital Multimeter
SKU 51805 ESH40A
$40.99
• 43 Test Ranges, Auto-Ranging
• 10 Test Functions
• Auto Power-Off, Data Hold
• Dual Fuse Protection
• 10 MegOhm Input impedance

Current Probe/Multimeter
SKU 499181 ESH465
$199.99
• 36 Test Ranges with Continuity Beep
• 10 Test Functions with Overload Protection
• Heavy Duty Insulation Piercing Clips
• Automatically Powers Off
• Clamp Opening of 3/8"
• Carrying Case and 9 Volt Battery Included

CardAQ-Plus J2534 Flash Reprogramming Kit
SKU 362551 DRW62612
$1,680.00
• Provides Both Ethernet and USB Connectivity to a PC
• Built-in Operating System for Running Internal Programs
• Protocol Support for Modern Vehicles
• 8 Analog Inputs
• Upgradable Through Firmware Updates and Expansion of Slots
• ECU Programming: ECM, TCM, BCM, IMC
• Generic and OEM-Level Diagnostics
• Key Programming
• VIN Read/Write
• SKIM Check/Reset
• Immobilizer Adaptation
• Data Monitoring

MongoosePro® Vehicle Interfaces
Chrysler
SKU 362554 DRW62607
$499.99
Ford
SKU 362553 DRW62608
$499.99
GM
SKU 362555 DRW62608
$499.99
Toyota
SKU 362550 DRW62607
$499.99

Reproammer
SKU 322849 DRW62610
$1,899.99
• High Performance J2534-1 Product for Reprogramming 50 Vehicles
• Technicians Can Use CardAQ/M for Security Key, System/Remote/Programming
• On Ford, GM and Toyota Vehicles
• Kit Includes: a J2534 and J2534-2 Module, OBDII Cable, USB Cable, CD and User’s Manual
• The ability to add Extra CAN Channels, K-Line Channels, and Wireless Connectivity

MongoosePro® Vehicle Interfaces

Chrysler
SKU 362554 DRW62607
$499.99
Ford
SKU 362553 DRW62608
$499.99
GM
SKU 362555 DRW62608
$499.99
Toyota
SKU 362550 DRW62607
$499.99

MongoosePro® Vehicle Interfaces

Chrysler
SKU 362554 DRW62607
$499.99
Ford
SKU 362553 DRW62608
$499.99
GM
SKU 362555 DRW62608
$499.99
Toyota
SKU 362550 DRW62607
$499.99

Designed to be a Complete J2534 Tool for a Specific Car Manufacturer
• OEM Approved
• Supports Full Factory Diagnostics and Reprogramming
• Free Telephone and Email Support
• Optional Bluetooth® Version
X-431 PRO 3 $2499.99
SKU 427378
301105177
FULL SYSTEM DIAGNOSIS IS THROUGH A NEW MORE POWERFUL CLASS-1 BLUETOOTH 4.0 CONNECTOR OFFERING A WIRELESS EXPERIENCE WITH A WIRELESS DEVICE
• Performs Oil Service Light, Electronic Parking Brake (EPB) release, and Steering Angle Sensor (SAS) reset and Battery Reset
• Enhanced Manufacturer Specific DTCs for Domestic, Asian and European Coverage
• Reads and Records enhanced Data Streams forABS, SRS, Transmission and Engine
• Auto Vehicle ID, Auto Module Search & Fast Protocol ID
• Reads and clears codes on Engine, Transmission (A/T), ABS, and Airbag (SRS) systems – on all makes and all models (16 Pin)
• Support for all 10 test modes of OBD II with Enhanced OBD II Mode 8
• Retrieves generic and manufacturer specific codes current, permanent and pending
• View freeze frame data and I/M Readiness monitor status
• Graph, record, and replay data in full color
• Menu with DTC definitions in English, Spanish & French
• One year software subscription included

LAUNCH

CRP 123P $319.99
SKU 110680
301050231
ELECTRONIC PARKING BRAKE (EPB) RELEASE, STEERING ANGLE SENSOR (SAS) RESETS AND OIL SERVICE LIGHT RESET
• Performs Oil Service Light, Electronic Parking Brake (EPB) release, and Steering Angle Sensor (SAS) resets and Battery Reset
• Enhanced Manufacturer Specific DTCs for Domestic, Asian and European Coverage
• Reads and Records enhanced Data Streams for ABS, SRS, Transmission and Engine
• Auto Vehicle ID, Auto Module Search & Fast Protocol ID
• Reads and clears codes on Engine, Transmission (A/T), ABS, and Airbag (SRS) systems – on all makes and all models (16 Pin)
• Support for all 10 test modes of OBD II with Enhanced OBD II Mode 8
• Retrieves generic and manufacturer specific codes current, permanent and pending
• View freeze frame data and I/M Readiness monitor status
• Graph, record, and replay data in full color
• Menu with DTC definitions in English, Spanish & French
• One year software subscription included

CRP 229 $799.99
SKU 11050170
301050174
ANDROIC-BASED FULL FUNCTION SCAN TOOL TABLET
• Android Based and Wi-Fi Enabled for Web Browsing
• Graph Multiple PID’s of live Data
• Access All Vehicle Systems for Reading and Clearing Codes and Live Data
• Performs the Following Functions: Oil Light Resets, Electronic Parking Brake (EPB), Steering Angle Reset, Battery Registration
• OBDII 16 Pin Connector, MBZ 38 Pin and BMW 20 Pin Connector Included
• Full System Diagnosis is Through a Class-1 BLUETOOTH 4.0 Touch Screen Connector
• Four color LED Lights for Super Brightness
• One Year Warranty & Comes with One Year Free Upgrades

CRP 229P $799.99
SKU 301050170
ANDROIC-BASED SCAN TOOL TABLET WITH 7 INCH HIGH RESOLUTION LCD TOUCH SCREEN
• Android Based and Wi-Fi Enabled for Web Browsing
• Graph Multiple PID’s of live Data
• Access All Vehicle Systems for Reading and Clearing Codes and Live Data
• Performs the Following Functions: Oil Light Resets, Electronic Parking Brake (EPB), Steering Angle Reset, Battery Registration
• OBDII 16 Pin Connector, MBZ 38 Pin and BMW 20 Pin Connector Included
• English, Spanish and French
• Padded Storage Case Included

CR-HD PLUS $399.99
SKU 11050174
301050174
LCD DISPLAY PROVIDES J1587, J1939, J1708 and OBDII DATA!
• Coverage for Engine, Transmission, Brakes and More
• Read and Clear Active and Inactive Fault Codes
• Monitor All Data and View Live Data Streams
• Padded Storage Case
• Free Internet Updates

CREADER V+ $69.99
SKU 11050144
3011050144
CODE READER WITH COLOR SCREEN & LIVE DATA GRAPHING
• Color Screen
• View and Graph TWO PIDs of Live Data
• Features O2 Sensor and Evap System Tests
• Coverage for Modes 1 Thru 10
• Permanent Codes Pending
• Freeze Frame Data
• Free Internet Updates
• Menu with DTC definitions in English, Spanish & French

CREADER VII $179.99
SKU 11050156
3011050156
CODE READER WITH RESET CAPABILITIES
• Reset Oil and Service Reminder Lights on Vehicles 1998 and Newer
• View and Graph FOUR PIDs of Live Data
• Coverage for the Latest Modes 1 Thru 10
• Freeze Frame Data
• Read and Clear DTCs
• Special Tests: I/M Readiness, MIL Status, O2 Sensor, Evap System, Vehicle Info, Code Look-Up and On-Board Monitor
• English, Spanish and French

J-BOX 2 $1699.99
SKU 110840
301120125
THE LAUNCH J-BOX SETS J2534
STANDARDS FOR A PASS THROUGH DEVICE
• New Design for Enhanced Capabilities
• Re-Flash Electronic Control Units (ECUs) to Repair Known Driveability and Emissions Issues
• Replace Software/Firmware with Updated OEM Software
• Simply Connect the J-Box to Your PC and Get the Most Out Of Your OEM Application!

VIDEOSCOPE $199.99
SKU 737186
307100103
FLUID RESISTANT 7MM HEAD, LED ILLUMINATION AND SIDE VIEW ANGLE MIRRORS
• Compatible with PAD III
• View and Record Video in Full VGA Resolution
• 7 mm Camera (IP67 Certified)
• Side Angle Mirrors (135/45/60 Degrees)
• Four Infrared LED Lights for Super Brightness
• Lightweight, Ergonomic Design

PAD II $2995.99
SKU 737754
307180080
ROBUST, DROP-TESTED, WATERPROOF AND ORanged FULL FUNCTION SCAN TOOL TABLET
• 10” High Brightness IPS Touch Screen with One-Click Wi-Fi Updates
• Domestic, European and Asian Coverage, Special Test Functions, Fast Live Data and Graphing and Multi-Panel Coding Capabilities
• Quad-Core Processor with 2GB ROM/2GB RAM and Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery, 12,000mAh, 6-8 Hours
• Full System Diagnosis is Through a Class-1 Bluetooth 2.1 Connector
• Includes MBZ 38-Pin and BMW 20-Pin Connectors
• Equipped With Both a Front and Rear Camera Supports Mini HDMI Video Output and Mini USB Port
• Optional Add-On Accessories: Battery Tester, Sensor Simulator, Four Channel Lab Scope and Video Scope
• One Year Warranty & Comes with One Year Free Upgrades

Please contact the store for details. Please do not return purchases to box. For information regarding warranty, repair and/or any questions or concerns, please call 1-877-298-6651.